
                                 THE NHS FRIENDS AND FAMILY TEST 

Results for the Month of December 2022  
92% of patients would recommend this surgery 

 
0 Patient completed the questionnaire at the surgery 

133 Patients responded to our text message on their mobile device 
 

The combined responses were as follows: 
 

Thinking about your GP practice… 
 

1. Overall, how was your experience of our service?” 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Please can you tell us why you gave your answer? 

I'm pleased My condition is being addressed  

The doctor was kind in listening to me, clearly already knew my difficulties and problems and assisted me accordingly in a 
professional kind and caring manner and I thank her for that 

Friendly service. Staff are always nice. Getting through on the phone can be a chore and take ages. The online booking 
system doesn't always let me in.  
The website needs updating.   

I am very happy about this service I received. 
 
Thank you  

On time, very friendly and pleasant.  

Dr has referred me to specialist as problem was outside his remit. 

Went for my bloods done today ,after receiving a text message yesterday, off Louise , love nurse , and she managed to get 
me some antibiotics as I have a really bad chest . I am so great full . Xxx 

Very good Good Neither good nor 
poor 

Poor 
 

Very poor Don’t Know 

104 19 5 5 0 3 

 



Dr was very explainative and offered good advice 

Satisfied  

It was to have my B12 injection and Louise was very helpful with a question  about my arm  not related to my B12 and  gave 
me advice   

The staff and doctors are fealty good kind and look after me I wouldn't want any other people to look after me thank you all 
for  your kindness and help 

Debbie was very helpful explaining everything, nice to talk to, very friendly. 

Got a appointment within two hours??? 

The nurse was absolutely wonderful in the way she explained what would be happening and had a very caring manner. 

The nurse who phoned me was very pleasant nice to talk too & so very helpful.  

My Appiontment with the nurse Debbie was Excellent Patient Care . 
She went over everthing with me , excellent.  

Quick but still had time to ask and answer questions. 

As ever trinity gives excellent treatment with more than helpful staff.  

If this is about the pre diabetes check up everything was explained spot on with thanks 

Very nice person  

Appointment on time. Procedure done skillfully and professionally  

I?m not in a healthy mentally and my anxiety and paranoia set me on the way to a full blown psychosis episode  
The doctor quick thinking organised police to check on my safety  

Because that the best number for reating number for this 

Appointment was on time and the nurse was very good at her job, joyful and funny 

Problem sorted straight away  

Helpful  

The nurse was really helpfully and kind 

Great patient care from nurse and doctor.  

Sorry I couldn?t make felling unwell with flu cough headaches  

Deborah was very helpful and pleasant.  

Women was very nice 

Very helpful 

Upon arrival I felt welcomed I handed in a repeat prescription and asked if I could make an appointment for my very poorly 
father the HP was lovely and booked him an appointment 10.10. I then waited 3 mins and the nurse was lovely and 
knowledgeable  

Dr Mannekar was very supportive  

Lovely doctor who was very understanding of my needs and willing to listen.  



Nurse very friendly and helpful  

Dr. Listened,  Understood problems , & explained  clearly what she could do. 
She responded, patiently because of my hearing loss,  gave treatment & would like follow  up appointment. 

I arrived early for my appointment hoping to be seen.  It had snowed and I thought there could be cancellations which there 
were. I was seen to immediately which enabled me to get home in the daylight and before the ground had started to freeze.   

Nurse was prompt with appointment and dealt so well with my 3 year old who was having vaccines. Very friendly and 
approachable and my son didn't get stressed or worried. 

very prompt professional and thorough service from Louise.  

Hayley was exvellent, listening to my problem putting at ease and reffering me excellent staff xx 

Doctor's call was on time and she listened carefully to me as well as discussing my test results. 

care navigator was professional and understanding 
the fact that I got an appt the same day 
Dr was excellent phone call was on time and extensive felt listened too and the prescription was available immediately for 
pick up thank you  

Happy  

It's always good  

Surprisingly the appointment was very quick  

I booked a next day appointment, the Doctor called on time and understood my issues. 

The nurse was very nice and polite, she helped us with whatever questions we had 

Was seen promptly on time  
The nurse Louise took Time to explain what she was doing. She also listened carefully to my questions.  
She phoned me later after consulting with a doctor regarding my query about one of my medications  

Fast efficient an helped me straight away with my problem 

 
Louise the nurse made me feel comfortable and at ease. Also a very good Q and A regarding my health. Quite basically she 
knows her stuff. 

Dr Rashmi Pattekar was very thorough in her questions, and I felt very reassured by her support. 

No problems accessing a telephone appointment which was at the time specified and the BP monitor was fitted with ease 
and pleasantness  

Gp had sought advise from a consultant and informed me of his comments regarding my my health problem. I think the G P 
has been very thorough when researching my unusual health problem. 

 
Staff very helpful and pleasant 

Debbie was on time and gave sound and helpful advice to me with regard to my questions.  



Gp was lovely, really listened to me 

Got the phone call within minutes of the expected time 

Dr Chacraboty always listens he?s a lovely man and an excellent doctor  

 
Fast, efficient service, but had time to listen and discuss things 

Got an appointment within a couple of days, on arrival at surgery saw doctor straight away, no waiting. Excellent service 
and pleasant doctor.  

The doctors at trinity medical centre never ever fail to help me with issues that I have, the doctors always handle it with 
precision and care and always help me with my needs, I couldn't ask to be a member of a better doctors surgery 

Absolute delight with. Hayley and ,the very young lady at reception.Very helpful,polite and professional. By the way all of 
the staff are very understanding,gives confidence in your service. Best Regards  

I could get a face to face appointment with my GP when it is really necessary,This is a service that is very necessary.I would 
like my taxes paid to the Government to have this kind of medical services available upon request.Thanking you in advance. 

Although not a face to face appointment Dr Pattekar always kind manner and helpful.  

Doctor help me alot with my problem and give me the right medication was very helpful 

Staff very friendly and very helpful. 

Excellent all round 

Very professional and nice to talk to x 

No problems. 
Advised time of appointment, got reminder messages and was seen on time. 

Got to speak to doctor who was very helpful 

 
Clear info and advise  

Getting to see the Dr straight away and she was lovely and as helpful as she could possibly be 

Friendly helpful advice. 

Telephone appointments are convenient.  Dr dealt with the issues explaining and discussing treatment available  

 
Spot  on  friendly  staff. 

The practice nurse I seen was very reassuring and friendly  

Lady was very informative and put me at ease  



Quick response to my x-ray results and to get an appointment at hospital for scan  

Dr was fantastic and helped me get the right medication very quickly. Thank you! 

Asked for an appt, got telephone one & given antibiotics prescription over the phone. Chemist didn't have any so had a bit 
running around to do but got the medication we needed on the same day, thank you so much & Merry Christmas to all staff 
:) 

Telephone call from Dr pattaker occurred at the time that they said would call and outcome was as required 

Very quick appointment and excellent staff  

Nurse practitioner was caring very professional and made me feel at ease. 

Bit of delay before my appointment but just Happy to be seen.   

Dr understood how I was feeling and took this in consideration. Also gave good advice  

The doctor really listen to me and then checked me over and gave me some antibiotics  

Professional and caring attitude by Debbie. Was able to quickly direct me to Nurse Practitioner for a problem I have. 

Excellent courteous service from all the staff. No complaints.    

short wait time  listened to my concerns and acted upon them  

All was good but I think the time to get three different application when at one time it done at one go  

Was seen quickly face to face and Dr Pattekar has such a lovely manner.  

Debbie is always cheerful and approachable she puts you at ease and takes into account what you say 

The nurse explained very well and made me feel at ease. 

 
Very efficient and professional service.  

Diagnosis  was fully understood, was asked  for a sputum sample to rule out viral or bacterial infection. 

Good on time appointment 
Had time to listen 

Because the receptionist was so lovely  

You asked me 

Good  nice  Dr  

The nurse was proficient and understood what I said and my circumstances. She gave me relevant information and spoke in 
a kind and professional manner. 

Good service onsite.  
Disappointing that you can?t see your test results in the NHS app  



It was so hard to get an appt...my man had tried all week on the phone and in the end we had to go down to the surgery at 
8.30 to make sure I got one or she would of been on the phone for an hour again and not got an appt! Not a very good 
system 

I managed to get an appointment but I feel lucky that Was the case as the day before I rang over 100 times to get through 
only to be told there were none available. Once the day?s appointments are taken it would be good to have a message to 
that effe 

Was able to see doctor same day also receptionist polite and helpful as I wasn't feeling well at time prior to seeing doctor 
she also give me earlier appoint in the day so I could be see sooner that day. Much appreciated 

App on time  

 
Short waiting time in out off sorted 

 
Efficient service from the nurse only criticism was the waiting time to be seen 

 

 

On time          good nurse 

The doctor I seen today was superb. He explained everything very clearly.  
I will use this doctor again today. 
 
nobody ever answers the phone so went down to the surgery and they were just ignoring the phones and a lady in the back  
on her mobile 

Explained where examine her back and to continue with increased medication  

My telephone call was easy and took very little time  

A bit behind time but doctor did apologise  

Nurse Debbie was very good, as usual, however, I am disabled can not use the self check in screen as there is a table in the 
way, reception desk was un-maned, but bell too high up to reach. Have pointed these out before, but no action taken 

 

 

Long wait times for appointments 

Saw doctor  and he was unable to recommend either a scan or x Ray for my back or legs .except to refer me to 
musculoskeletal clinic ,they would get in touch with me .But doctors hands tied. 



I mentioned to the nurse about how itchy I had been feeling and I was wondering whether it was due to be being stressed 
and she just focused on how stressed I was. At no point was my skin looked at or was the itch I was dealing with, talked 
about.  

I was trying to speak with someone and was fobbed of I'm not happy  

I never received the appointment call which was scheduled for 9.50am today.  

Are you referring to the call which I was expecting today? 

The call didnt happen. The doctor was suppised to be calling daughter as Mavis is very hard of hearing and when the 
appointment was booked this was highlighted 
Also telling the person who called daughter to make appointment this was the case. 

 

 
 
Please tell us anything we could have done better? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


